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About This Game

Quest of Vidhuraa is a hard puzzle platformer with a cute story.

Story:

Vidhuraa is a son of poor couple who was seperated from his parents in his early age. He grew up with his grand-father. Time
has come to free his parents who are locked up in Jail inside the King Kaala's Castle.

Things you can do in the game:

Run, jump and die

Things we have handcrafted for you:

Three Arenas : Forest, City, Castle

60 cruel levels

Insane Toughness

Original Soundtracks
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Finally! Death is fun!

If you are interested in translating to your native language, let us know.
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Title: Quest of Vidhuraa
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
FirstSeed
Publisher:
FirstSeed
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 2.0 ghz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Any graphics card with OpenGL 2.1 support

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL supported sound card

English
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Woah, super hard platformer game. I mean hardest game. Definitely devs took inspiration from super meat boy, and made it in
Indian version. There are many pros and cons but it worth a shot for the price they mentioned. There is a space for the storyline,
but it is decent enough!

Pros:
-Ultra hard game, it's challenge to core gamers to finish this game.
-Decent music.
-Short but tough levels.
-Playing through Controllers are better than PC.

Cons:
-Tough\/ hard\/ bad controlling through keyboard.
-Bad death animation- Heavy\/ Too much shake.
-Art work at few levels are not upto the mark.

I hope devs will release trading cards and achievements very soon. I'm looking forward to finish this game soon. Definitely a
worth trying it if you wanna challenge your gaming skills with this game!. A fun, new and refreshing addition to this well proven
and enjoyable genre.. Addictively difficult and carefully designed levels make multiple playthroughs just as fun and awesome as
the first.. They went for the good old, "Easy to pick up, hard to master" design and I should add, they go it so well.. I very much
recommend this game to anyone who is a Platformer fan, a Casual game fan, a side-scroller fan.. Pretty much any gamer who
likes games... Good game with good story line ! Loved this game and fun to play . Good luck with the future games !. This is
such an entertaining and fun game from an unimaginable and humble team! Way to go!. Good game Overall! I felt the player
movement is really fast and it makes you die so fast with the obstacles in the levels! had good time playing this.

Pros:
-cool music
-decent graphics
-very good responsive controls

Cons:
-nothing at this moment! will update here soon!. Tried Platformer game after long time. game is hard . Really test your skills
..level
Design is top notch. You have to do some strategy to cross each level..

Looking forward for new levels and tweaks to this fine product. The only thing harder than this game is to overcome the urge to
break the device you're playing on, best takeaway at it's price range.

Art - 8\/10
Music - 7\/10
Gameplay - 10\/10
Difficulty - 15\/10

Overall good timekiller and a great game, I strongly recommend it if you're a platformer genre fan or looking for a challenging
game.. It's quite hard if u got the controll., if didn't get the controll, it will be brutally hard.
Fun and Engaging one.. Go for it..
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Gameplay is good
Level design is great
Graphics are ok
Music is not bad

8\/10. Run..Jump..Die. Run..Jump.. Die. Run. Jump. Jump.. Die..
Great, now do it again.
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